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Abstract—At the Institute of Communications and Navigation
of the German Aerospace Center (DLR), we have studied and
developed radio-based swarm navigation technologies for a
decade. In this paper, we provide a complete solution of ultra-
wide band (UWB) localization network for a robotic swarm.
This network is organized in a fully decentralized fashion and
resilient to clock imperfections, topology changes, packet loss
and the hidden node problem. In this network, a multitude of
active devices and an arbitrary number of passive devices can
exploit the UWB signals for self-localization, i.e. estimating their
relative positions and orientations, without sophisticated clock
and antenna calibration, which dramatically simplifies the de-
sign and manufacturing of such a swarm. Our proposed solution
is verified with experiments and was successfully demonstrated
in a space-analogue multi-robot surface exploration mission on
the volcano Mt. Etna, Sicily, Italy, in July 2022.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A swarm of robots can rapidly explore challenging extrater-
restrial environments, such as lunar caves or Martian canyons
[1]. For example, in the conceptual extraterrestrial surface
and lava tube exploration mission depicted in Figure 1, a
swarm of crawlers depart from the landing side, deploy
sensor boxes and collaboratively explore a lava tube under
the extraterrestrial surface. Compared to a single robot,
a swarm can make simultaneous observations at different
locations and avoids a single point of failure, which leads to a
paradigm shift in exploration missions [2]. For the success
of an autonomous swarm mission, reliable communication
and navigation within the swarm is mandatory [3]. Research
has been intensively conducted in related fields, e.g. self-
organized networks [4], ultra-wide band (UWB) ranging [5]
and network localization [6, 7]. However, there is little
guidance on the system-level design of such a communication
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and navigation network for a real-world robotic swarm.

At the Institute of Communications and Navigation of the
DLR, we have studied and developed radio-based swarm
navigation technologies for a decade. In [8], we investi-
gated the hidden node problem while establishing a swarm
network with self-organized time-division multiple access
(SOTDMA) schemes. In [9], we studied the fundamental
limit of ranging and localization in a swarm with limited radio
resources. In [10], we proposed a novel distributed particle
filter (DPF) for swarm localization and extended it for joint
position and orientation estimation in [11] by fusing range
measurements with inertial measurement unit (IMU) data and
control commands. In [1], we proposed information seeking
formation optimization to improve swarm navigation, and we
examined the impact of imperfect clocks on swarm naviga-
tion in [12]. In [13], we described the system integration
of the software-defined radio (SDR)-based swarm navigation
platform developed at DLR.

In this paper, we demonstrate step-by-step how to design a
self-organized swarm localization network employing low-
cost and light-weight UWB devices. This network is orga-
nized in a decentralized fashion, adapting itself to topology
changes caused by splitting and rejoining of the swarm. A
multitude of active devices, which transmit and receive UWB
signals, and an arbitrary number of passive devices, which
can only receive signals, can exploit the network for self-
localization, i.e. estimating their positions and orientations
relative to the swarm. Due to the dense mesh network
nature of the swarm, the system imperfections like clock
drifts and antenna delays can be calibrated simultaneously
with localization, which dramatically simplifies the design
and manufacturing of the robotic swarm.

We start from evaluating the clock characteristics of the
low-cost UWB devices and discover that the stability of
the UWB clocks are orders of magnitude worse than the
temperature controlled crystal oscillators (TCXOs) used in
our SDR-based swarm platform. Then, we propose a SOT-
DMA protocol based on the DESYNC algorithm [4, 8]. The
modified protocol is robust against network dynamics, packet
loss, hidden node problems, etc., and has great potential for
spectrum spatial reuse. Therefore, it is particularly suitable
for a large-scale swarm. After a SOTDMA swarm network
is established, we study localization-related observations at
both active and passive nodes, accounting for the clock imper-
fections. An important contribution here is the passive node
time difference of arrival (TDoA) observations, eliminating
the clock offsets and drifts. These observations enable local-
ization of an arbitrary number of passive nodes. Thanks to
their compact size and high ranging accuracy, multiple UWB
devices can be mounted on a single robot for joint position
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Figure 1: A conceptual extraterrestrial surface and lava tube
exploration mission.

and orientation estimation of the robot. For the estimation, we
propose a modified DPF based on the algorithms introduced
in [10].

In July 2022, we successfully demonstrated our self-
organized UWB swarm localization technology in a space-
analogue surface exploration mission on volcano Mt. Etna,
Sicily, Italy [14], within the Helmholtz Future Project
ARCHES. In this mission, a wheeled rover, a six-legged
cave crawler, and a hexacopter, each equipped with four
UWB devices, performed coordinated maneuver, while their
positions and orientations are precisely estimated with our
localization network.

This paper provides a complete picture of our methods, sys-
tem design and first results from the analogue mission, which
sheds light on the usage of UWB for joint communication and
navigation in a robotic swarm for future exploration missions.

2. ULTRA-WIDE BAND (UWB) FOR SWARM
A radio signal is considered as UWB if the -10 dB fractional
bandwidth is greater than 0.2 or if it occupies at least 500
MHz of the spectrum [15]. On Earth, UWB is often used as
secondary application with low power, to reduce interference
on primary applications like cellular networks and global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. The large
bandwidth of UWB provides high temporal resolution of the
channel impulse response, which enables precise propagation
time-based localization in complex multi-path environments
[5, 16], such as lunar caves or Martian canyons. As an ex-
ample, with the up to 900 MHz bandwidth provided by IEEE
802.15.4a compliant UWB devices, the line-of-sight (LOS)
path can be separated from multi-paths that are one decimeter
longer than the LOS path. As a comparison, a typical GNSS
signal has a bandwidth of 24 MHz (e.g. GPS L1) to 46 MHz
(e.g. Galileo E1), which is vulnerable to multi-paths that are
meters longer than the LOS path. In recent years, light-
weight, low-cost and easy to program UWB chips, like the
ones from the company Qorvo, have been manufactured for
a wide spectrum of industrial and logistic applications that
demand centimeter-level localization accuracy. Even though
the methodology proposed in this paper is generic, we use the
DWM1001-DEV modules [17] from Qorvo as an example for
implementing the self-organized localization framework for

Figure 2: Qorvo UWB devices and two rovers built at DLR
for indoor experiments.

Figure 3: Allan Deviation regions [19].

our robotic swarm applications, as shown in Figure 2.

Clock Evaluation

For a large-scale localization network, the timing information
plays an essential role [12]. First, the nodes in a network co-
ordinate their transmission time to avoid package collisions.
Second, accurate propagation time needs to be obtained for
precise localization. Therefore, as the first step of the system
design, we evaluate the characteristics of the low-cost clocks
embedded in UWB devices.

The clock characteristics can be separated into long-term and
short-term behavior, which are described by a mathematical
expression called Allan Deviation [18]. Different regions
of the Allan Deviation curve of a clock are illustrated in
Figure 3. For our application, in order to capture the dy-
namics of the network, a short SOTDMA period, in the order
of 100 ms, is required. Therefore, we focus on the short-
term behavior of the clock, governed by the quantization and
phase noise. In order to calculate the Allan Deviation of
the UWB clocks, we setup an experiment with three static
devices as shown in Figure 4, collecting time of arrival
(ToA) measurements between every pairs for three days.
In Figure 5, we compare the Allan Deviation of the UWB
clocks with the ones of other clocks, namely TCXO, micro
electromechanical systems (MEMS) clock, oven controlled
crystal oscillator (OCXO) and Rubidium atomic clock. The
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Figure 4: Setup for Allan Deviation experiment.
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Figure 5: Allan Deviation comparison between the measured
UWB clocks and other types of clocks reported in [20].

TCXO is measured in our lab at DLR and the Rubidium
atomic clock is generated with clock models from literature
[12]. The UWB clocks are roughly three orders of magnitude
worse than TCXO in the short-term, which means that the
clock imperfection needs to be compensated for localization
but can be neglected when designing a SOTDMA protocol.

3. SELF-ORGANIZED SWARM NETWORK
Self-Organized Time Division Multiple Access (SOTDMA)

Network protocols for swarms require flexibility to adapt the
changing topology and formation of the swarm. The adap-
tation has to be achieved quickly to support high dynamics.
Furthermore, these protocols should be fully decentralized in
order to avoid a single point of failure. Therefore, we de-
sign a SOTDMA protocol based on the DESYNC algorithm
proposed in [4].

DESYNC employes the concept of pulse coupled oscillator
(PCO) [21], where every node in the network tries to separate
its transmission time from the others. Each node adjusts its
transmission phase, i.e. the modulo transmission time nor-
malized to a time-division multiple access (TDMA) period,
towards the middle point between its temporal neighbors.
An example of DESYNC is illustrated in Figure 6. The red
node i adjusts its transmission phase at a TDMA frame t by
observing the transmission phases of its predecessor ϕi+1(t)

Figure 6: DESYNC protocol example.

Figure 7: Payload data format of a generic node A.

and successor ϕi−1(t) marked in green:

ϕi(t+ 1) =
α

2

(
ϕi−1(t) + ϕi+1(t)

)
+ (1− α)ϕi(t). (1)

The network is proven to be stable when the forgetting factor
α ∈ (0, 1) [4]. DESYNC comes with two major advantages.
Firstly, no central clock is required as every node tracks
the cycle independently. Secondly, there is no pre-defined
schedule, so that it can support any number of agents to
join or leave the network, suitable for dynamic scenarios.
Two unaddressed problems of DESYNC are packet loss and
hidden nodes. To solve these problems, we first design
payload data carried by the transmitted signals of a generic
node A as shown in Figure 7. The payload data contains the
scheduled transmission time tA, and the receiving local time
rAB , r

A
C , . . . of the latest data from neighbors B,C, . . . .

Packet Loss Problem

In a dynamic network, packet loss can occur in the case of
low signal to noise ratio (SNR) or transmission collisions.
Frequent packet losses of one node may force other nodes to
react on this change and jeopardize the stability of the whole
network. Our proposed payload data structure can inherently
reduce the chance of packet loss. The information of temporal
neighbors can be obtained not only from these neighbors,
i.e. reading tA in the example in Figure 7, but also from the
data transmitted by other nodes, i.e. reading rAB , r

A
C , . . . . In

addition, we introduce memory into the network protocol.
Each node has a fixed time memory of its direct temporal
neighbors. Instead of adapting its transmission phase based
on the two current neighbors, the node searches in its memory
to find the nearest predecessor and successor as its direct
neighbors. This approach reduces the sensitivity to network
changes, but at the cost of an increased reaction time. We
conducted a similar experiment as in Figure 4, with a reduced
transmission power to test SOTDMA with the presence of
significant packet loss. Figure 8a shows the transmission
phases of node 0, 1, and 2 with respect to (w.r.t.) the initial
phase of node 0, with the standard DESYNC. It can be seen
that the SOTDMA slot structure is unstable. By adding a
memory, the modified DESYNC leads to a much more stable
SOTDMA slot structure as shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure 8: Indoor experiment of three nodes SOTDMA es-
tablishment with a setup similar to Figure 4: Transmission
phases of the nodes w.r.t. the initial phase of node 0 are
depicted, with/out memory.

Hidden-Node Problem

The hidden node problem happens when two nodes have no
direct communication link but share a common neighbor,
as illustrated in Figure 9. In this example, packets from
node B and C may be transmitted at the same time, which
leads to a collision at node A. This problem can also be
solved by our proposed payload structure. By decoding the
data packets from its neighbors, a node gets access to the
information of its two-hop topological neighbors. When
deciding a transmission phase, the node takes all its one-
and two-hop topological neighbors into account. Therefore,
avoiding collision at its one-hop neighbors. We conducted
a new experiment to test the hidden node scenario. A setup
with five nodes is presented in Figure 10. The transmission
power is adjusted so that the network topology is as indicated
with white edges. The emerging SOTDMA structure can
be seen in Figure 11, where the transmission phases are
plotted. The inner ring includes node 0 and its detected
direct topological neighbors, i.e. node 1 and 4. The middle
ring additionally includes the detected two-hop neighbor,

Figure 9: Hidden node scenario in a network with three
devices.

Figure 10: Hidden node setup with links indicated in white.

i.e. node 2. Hence, in this view, the SOTDMA slots are
uniformly spaced. The outer ring shows the global view on
the transmission. In this sparsely connected network, we can
see that nodes are able to coordinate their transmissions to
avoid collisions, even though the global SOTDMA slots are
no longer uniformly spaced. It is worth to mention that by
the proposed modification, three-hop neighbors are allowed
to use the same SOTDMA slot. This spatial reuse feature is
particularly beneficial for a large-scale swarm.

4. PROPAGATION TIME-BASED
OBSERVATIONS

After self-organizing the network, nodes can exploit the
network for localization with propagation time-based obser-
vations. As we discussed in Section 2, with the UWB signal,
the LOS path can be separated from multi-paths that are one
decimeter longer than the LOS path. Therefore, we ignore the
multi-path propagation in this paper and focus on the clock
imperfection. This treatment is validated later by indoor
measurements. The SOTDMA structure imposes a maximum
number of active nodes in the network. However, with the
observations from passive nodes, the number of localizable
nodes becomes virtually infinity, similar as in GNSSs, except
the clock drifts at both transmitter and receiver sides need
to be considered. Since only the short-term behavior in
the range of sub-second of the clock is relevant, we use a
simplified clock model, for a generic node A:

tA = δAt+ µA, (2)

stating the observed time tA at node A is the true time t mul-
tiplied by a constant drift δA which is close to one, and added
with a constant offset µA. For this investigation, we omit
the clock noise and focus on the impact of the clock offset
and drift. We use the network illustrated in Figure 12 with
packet exchange diagram shown in Figure 13 to demonstrate
three methods to obtain time-based observations. A exchange
between two active nodes A and B with a passive node E are
depicted in Figure 13 with B as the initiator.
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Figure 11: Emerging SOTDMA slots with the hidden node
setup.

Figure 12: Network of three active nodes A, B, C and a
passive node E.

Three-Way Ranging between Active Nodes

One-way ranging, i.e. ToA measurement assumes perfect
synchronization between both clocks, which is not realistic in
most applications. The most commonly used network ranging
protocol is two-way ranging, which is preferable for quick
reply (small ∆B) normally associated with a unicast protocol,
or a very precise clock with a negligible drift. The ranging
error is approximated as

ϵAB
RTT ≈ c∆B(δA − δB)

2δB
. (3)

In our typical SOTDMA setup with low-cost UWB devices,
i.e. ∆B > 10 ms and δA − 1, δB − 1 around 10 ppm, the
ranging error is larger than 30 m. We define

TX = rX3 − rX1 , X ∈ {A,B,C,E}. (4)

The three-way ranging method can be applied to get the
distance estimate between two active nodes [17], for example
nodes A and B as

d̂AB = c
RTTA ·RTTB −∆A ·∆B

TA + TB
. (5)

B

A

E

Figure 13: Time diagram for a three-way ranging packet
exchange between nodes A and B with a additional passive
node E.

The clock drift related ranging error is approximated as

ϵAB ≈ dAB

(
δA + δB

2
− 1

)
. (6)

Eavesdropping Ranging at Passive Nodes

Thanks to the payload data format defined in Figure 7, a
passive node E can estimate distance dAB between two active
nodes A and B:

d̂AB
E =

1

2

(
TbaT

A

TE
−∆A

)
+

1

2

(
TabT

B

TE
−∆B

)
, (7)

with a drift related error of

ϵAB
E ≈

(
δA + δB

2
− 1

)
dAB . (8)

This approach is useful for a heterogeneous swarm with un-
balanced computational resources. A few passive (or active)
nodes can collect distance information of active nodes and
localize a subset of the swarm.

Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) at Passive Nodes

One highlight of our approach is the localizability of a passive
node E by observing the TDoA from two active nodes A and
B. TDoA is defined as

DAB
E = dAE − dBE . (9)

The estimated TDoA can be obtained by

D̂AB
E =

1

2

(
TbaT

A

TE
−∆A

)
− 1

2

(
TabT

B

TE
−∆B

)
, (10)

where the drift related error is approximated as

ϵABE
E ≈

(
δA + δB

2
− 1

)(
dAE − dBE

)
. (11)

With our typical scenario, a swarm spans an area of 100 m ×
100 m. The drift increments δA−1 and δB−1 are in the order
of 10 ppm as the UWB clocks we evaluated. The clock drift
related ranging errors for active nodes three-way ranging (6),
passives node eavesdropping ranging (8) and passive nodes
TDoA (11) are in the range of 1 mm, which is negligible.
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(a) Experimental setup in the holodeck: static nodes are deployed
on the ground. The positions of all nodes are tracked by the optical
tracking system mounted on the ceiling.
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(b) Recorded ground-truth positions of 16 active static nodes, one
passive static node and one mobile node mounted on a DLR rover
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 14: Indoor measurement in the holodeck of DLR.

Experimental Verification in the Holodeck

We conducted propagation time-based measurements in the
holodeck at DLR, where 16 static active nodes, one moving
active node on rover and one passive node are deployed.
Real-time positions are tracked by the optical tracking system
mounted on the ceiling. The measurement setup is shown
in Figure 14a and the recorded ground-truth positions of
the nodes in Figure 14b. For this experiment, 272 ranging
links are updated every T = 100 ms. Figure 15 shows
the three-way ranging results compared to the ground-truth
distance between static node 0 and moving node 16. It can
be observed that the estimate coincides with the true distance
well, except for a few sub-meter spikes at large distances,
which are caused by low SNR and multi-path propagation.
This result shows that the designed UWB network is suitable
for complex multi-path environments.

The passive node TDoA performance is showcased in Fig-
ure 16, where the TDoA is calculated between node 0 and
node X ∈ {1, 3, 7, 13} at the passive node 102, i.e.

D0,X
102 = d0,102 − dX,102 = ∥p0 − p102∥ − ∥pX − p102∥,

(12)
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Figure 15: Three-way ranging results between the active
static node 0 and the mobile node 16, in comparison with
the distances calculated from the recorded ground-truth posi-
tions.
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Figure 16: Passive node TDoA performance with node 0 as
a common reference.

where pA denotes the position of a generic node A. The true
TDoAs are indicated with horizontal black lines. It can be
seen that the TDoA observations coincide with the true values
with a white noise level of 10 cm, which is similar as the noise
level of the active node three-way ranging. For node 1, there
is an additional bias of around 10 cm, which is from the delay
of the radio frequency (RF) chain.

5. POSITION AND ORIENTATION ESTIMATION
Once the propagation time-based observations have been
obtained, robots in the swarm are ready to estimate their
positions. For robots equipped with multiple UWB devices,
additional orientation information can be acquired. At DLR,
DPF has been developed for swarm localization [10, 11],
which can be extended to UWB-based localization. For
robots with multiple UWB devices, instead of describing
localization algorithms in detail, we only introduce two de-
sign concepts of DPFs. The first approach is to consider
each UWB device as an agent in the network. In this case,
only the positions of the agents need to be estimated for
example by the DPF in [10,11]. Then, those positions can be
transformed into the positions and orientations of the robots
given the mounting geometry of the UWB devices. The
second approach is to assign a DPF to each robot, whose state
includes the position and orientation of the robot. Firstly, the
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Figure 17: Mission scenario on Mt. Etna robots with attached
UWB devices.

Figure 18: Top-view blueprints of robots with attached UWB
devices.

mounting geometry of the UWB devices is used to estimate
the RF delays of the devices. Then, position and orientation
of the robot can be directly estimated by the DPF. In this
way, the bias from the RF delay is eliminated. The impact
of white measurement noise is reduced by Bayesian tracking.
Therefore, high precision localization can be achieved.

6. SPACE-ANALOGUE MISSION ON VOLCANO
ETNA

Figure 19: TDMA slots recorded at node 0.

In July 2022, we successfully demonstrated our self-
organized UWB swarm localization technology in a space-

Figure 20: three-way ranging recorded at node 0.

Figure 21: Passive three-way ranging d4,X between node 4
and another node X /∈ {0, 4}, recorded at node 0.

Figure 22: TDoA D4,X
0 between node 4 and another node

X /∈ {0, 4}, recorded at node 0.

analogue surface exploration mission, on the volcano
Mt. Etna, Sicily, Italy [14]. Figure 17 shows the setup of
the mission. The robots are, from left to right: a lunar cave
crawler built by the Institute of System Dynamics and Control
at DLR, a commercial hexacopter and a commercial rover,
both from the Institute of Communications and Navigation
at DLR. Each robot is equipped with four UWB devices
highlighted in Figure 17. The displacement of the UWB
devices is depicted in Figure 18. The three robots performed
coordinated maneuver in 3D, while their positions and orien-
tations are precisely estimated with our network localization.
All 12 UWB devices are active nodes, but only nodes 0 to
3 on the rover record data packets, which can obtain active
three-way ranging, eavesdrop three-way ranging and conduct
passive TDoA from other pairs.

The thorough post-processing of the collected data is still
ongoing. However, preliminary results already look promis-
ing. The observations recorded at node 0 are presented.
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Figure 23: 3D position and orientation estimation at 8 s.

Figure 24: 3D position and orientation estimation at 254 s.

Figure 25: 3D position and orientation estimation at 280 s.

Figure 19 illustrates the emerging SOTDMA slot structure
observed at node 0, which shows that the structure is adaptive
to changes of the network topology and can re-stabilize itself.
Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the performance of
active three-way ranging, eavesdrop three-way ranging and
passive TDoA, respectively. We can see these propagation

time-based observations are varying smoothly following the
robots’ dynamics and are clustered into three groups, corre-
sponding to the three robots. In addition, when node 0 is
considered as a passive node, see Figure 21 and Figure 22,
there is discontinuity in the measurements involving node 4
and node 2. As there is no link between nodes 2 and 4, the
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calculation of (7) and (10) is impossible. Since every robot
has four points with known relative positions that exchange
ranging information, the orientation is observable. In order
to determine the orientation, a DPF designed according to
the second approach from Section 5 is applied. Each DPF
combines not only ranging measurements directly collected at
the rover, but also eavesdropped three-way ranging between
crawler and hexacopter, and estimates the robot position and
orientation jointly. Since it is an anchor-free scenario in 3D,
six constraints have to be included to uniquely determine a
reference frame. For that, we constrain the rover at the origin,
the crawler on the positive x-axis and the hexacopter on the
x-y plane. Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25 illustrate
three snapshots of the scenario with their corresponding
estimations, where the relative positions and orientations of
the robots are represented by the inclined planes together with
all particles.

We are still in the process of quantitatively analyzing the
performance with the recorded real-time kinematic (RTK)
ground-truth. However, we can see from the preliminary
results that the estimated relative positions and orientations
are in line with the scenario footage, which shows that the
accuracy of the propagation time-based observations with the
UWB devices is sufficiently high for swarm localization.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a complete solution for a self-
organized swarm localization network employing low-cost
and light-weight UWB devices. We start from evaluating the
clock characteristics of the low-cost UWB devices. Then, we
propose a SOTDMA scheme which is robust against network
dynamics, packet loss, hidden node problems, etc. After that,
we study localization-related observations from both active
and passive nodes, accounting for the clock imperfection. We
then design a decentralized algorithm for jointly estimating
the relative position and orientation of the robots in a swarm.
As one of the highlights, we successfully demonstrated our
self-organized UWB swarm localization technology in a
space-analogue surface exploration mission on the volcano
Mt. Etna in July 2022. In this mission, a wheeled rover, a
six-legged cave crawler and a hexacopter, each equipped with
four UWB devices, performed coordinated exploration, while
their positions and orientations are precisely estimated with
our localization network. This paper provides a complete
picture of our methods, system design and first results from
the analogue mission, which sheds light on the usage of UWB
for joint communication and navigation in a robotic swarm
for future exploration missions.
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